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VENTIlATH'N REQUIm~!'!EII'rS FOR FIRES IF !',LULTI-S1'OREY FlATS

PART I - SMOlmAl'm GAS CUNCENxRATIONS LIKEL,.' 1'0 OCCUR

by

;p. H. Thomas

Introduction

Tl~ec aspects of escape from multi~stocey flats must be considered:
escape from the rooms in the flat (A), escape along the common hall
from the entrance to a flat to the stairwa;y (B), and escape down the
stairway itself to out s idc the building (C). This paper is prL'Jarily
concerned with the latter two escape routes; the first of these (B)
affects all occupants of the storey involved in fire, and tlm second (C)
the occupants of the whole building, vihe re as escape f'rora the rooms of
the flat involved (A) affects only the occupants of the flat in which
the fire starts. The provision of one or more means of escape for the
occupants of the flat (A) is dependent on such cf.r cu.cs t ance s as whether
or not an exit can be made from any one room without passing through
another room, and on the height of the flat above ground leve 1. This
problem will be discussed elsewhere.

In order to estimate the amount of diluting air required to bring
the concentration of noxious gases and smoke in the common hall to
tolerable amounts some estimate must be made of the amounts like~' to
be present inside the flat near thc.doorway between the fl.t ahd the
common hall.

Discussion of test data

The amoQ~ts of toxic gases and smoke will differ according to the
location of the burning r-oon with respect to the doorway. If the burning
room is 'not' ad,')acent to the door the atmospheric conditions other than
temperature are possibly wors~ since the noxious gases and smoke will
tend to ,accumulate there.

The principal data available (1), (2) on the concent ra'tdon of
~ases in a building on fire are obtained from two series of' tests .
(1 and 2). 'I'hey refer to bedrooms above a burning living room; there
being no data' for the burrring r-oom itself. In the second set of tests (2)
the house was of three storeys. the visibility measurement s being made
on the stairl';ay at· eye level en the first floor. The atmospheric
conditions were slightly worse in the second floor bedroom than the I

first floor, and it is to this upper bedroom that tie results refer.

In both sets of tects the internal doors TIerc open. The.windows
in the livi~ toom in which the fire was started wery ~losed in the .
first tests ,1) and partly open in the second tests ,2). The upstairs
windows were shut except for the ventilators in the first tests, and a
6 in. 'gap in the second floor bedroom in the second. In both tests
the living room windows broke during the build-up of the fire.

In Fig: (1 ) 'ilnd (2) referring respcctively'to tests 1 and 2, gas
concentrations are given for a bedroom above a burning room. The
tests were made for, rooms with noncombustible linings and ceilings, a
wooden floor and fy.rJ;,1i ture having a total fire load of about 5 lb/sq. ft.
In the .first test ,1) (Fig. (1)) a bitumen felt representing linoleum
covered the floor. These arrangements are in general comporab'Le with
that proposed for the flats. Fig. 3 shows the varia tion in visibility
during the growth of the fire.
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Fer the purpose of this paper it is assumed that the conditions in
the bedroom in the tests to which t he above data refer arc comper-abIe
with the conditions ncar the flat doorway if a fire developed in the
flat in a room othcr than that nearest to the door~ay. There is some
support for the view expressed above that conditions other than
temperature arc TIorse than in the burning room itself for in Fig. 1 the
oxygen concentration is seen to fall to zero ~hereas in the burning
room a local concentration of about 14 per· cent is necessary to sustain
flaming, The data in Fig. 1 show the atmosphere in the bedr-oom to
become more toxtc in the 5 minute period after flashover than in the
living room.

The worst conditions recorded in the above tests are su~~rized in
Table 1. Whilst they may last for a short time if only one room is
burning, they will tend to be: repeated as fire spreads from room to
room. the concentration of carbon monoxide in Fig. 1 is greater than
that recorded in FiG. 2, Five minutes after flashover i.e. 30 minutes
aftorthe start of the fire it is 4 pcr cerrt , Even if this figure is
exceeded, it may be assumed that it is only exceeded after this til;]e;
up to flashover the concentration is not more than 2 per cent and the
mean value up to flashover is about 1 per cent, After f'Lashovcr- in
one roOm there may be a decrease in carbon monoxide concentration at
some stage. This ~ould happen if the aeration of tl~ fire were
improved sufficiently, However in the absence of data on this point
it is es:,;'ecially necessary to emphasise tho ir,lpcrtanee of any early
cLarm and a rapid evacuation of the building. It is assumed in Ylhct
follows that the building can be evacuated within 5 minutes after the
time of flashover, or 30 minutes from the ignition of 2 piece of
furniture such as an upholstered chair,

There. is evidence (1) that with a more flammable lining the
concentrations of carbon monoxide m2.y bo considerably greater 'but
4 per cent is the highest available figure fer incombustible or
plastcred linings.

TABL.T~ I

Approximate worst conditions in fir st 30 ',ninutes

? .

Temperature

Oxygen

Curbon dioxide

Carbon monoxide

-, Reductien in visibility

nil

1/10,000

The temperature about 6 in. from the ceiling of the burning room
may vary from ~~:der 2000C to over 400°C in the period 10 minutes prior
to f'Lashovcr- ( • During this period flames may we11 impinge' and spread
on the ceiling. This is probably .the reason for the high temperature
at about 18 uunubes . . (Ither data (1), (2), suggcsts air temperatures in
the 'bedrooms above the .fire' of about 200 0C at flashover. ' ..
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The hazard from the toxic atmosphere

Smoke

InI'.C. Notc 27/1950 (3) it is estimated tl!at the reduction in
visibility to 1/10,000 is equivalent to ?- concerrt ratdon of approximately
64 mgm/cur-v t't , and in F.C. Note 25/1950,4) data are given showing that
the concentration for a visibility of 20 ft. with a hand lamp of about
1 ~att and a directed beam is'2 ng,~cub.ft. This means that a similar
lamp would be visible at a d i.s t ance cf greater than 20 ft. In addition
visibility TIould be increased in the prescnce of natural illumination
from open ,iineloris. Thus on the basis of visibility a dilution of about
30 would be necessary, i.e. one cubic foot of hot gas ~quires 30 cubic
feet of cold air to reduce the concentration to about 2mgm/cubic feet.

Concentration of gases

Henderson & Haggard (5) state that rapid loss of function occurs at
ox;'sen concentrations less tva~ 10 per cent and lees than 6 per cent is
dangerous to life. J'aco'cs ,6) states that 12-15 per cent of carbon
dioxide rapidly produces unconsciousness. The dilution of 30 times
necessary on account of smoke wou'Id therefore produce oxygen and cor-ben
dioxide concentrations which could be considered safe,

Herderson & Haggard (5) assessed the hazard fr~" carbon monoxide in
air i.'1 terms of the product of exposur-e t a.ne and concentration. For time
in hour-s and ooncerrt rrvt i.on in parts per !llillion by volume they regard
vaiues of this Droduct less than 300 as safe and over 1,500 dangerous to
life. If other toxic gas,"s, including carbon dioxide, are present or
the oxygen concentration is reduced these limits arc reduced.

If evacuation is completed within 5 minutes after flashover the
mean concentration of carbon monoxide would be about 1 per cent, giving
a concentration-time product of 300 x 1 x~ = 110 assuming the gases

. 473 2 30
are initially at 200 0C and are diluted 30 times with cold air Although
the carbon dioxide concentration would have risen to ~~3 ~ 3~g i.e.

0'42 per cent (14 tiFles that for normal air) in this time, these
conditions may be considered safe. If, however, escape is delayed so
that it is not completed until more than 5 minutes efter flashover, a,
higher level of 6ilution is necessary.

If, for cxamp.Le , the dilution were 100 the concentraticn-time
product up to 5 minutes after flashover is 30 units, the safe limit
being 300. A conservative estimate of the most severe exposure
condition could be made on the assumption that all thc atrnosp her-Lc
oxygen becomes carbon monoxide (1 volmilc of oxygen becoming 2 volumes
of carbon monoxide). The concentration of corbon monoxide ~ould then

be g~ ~ ~~ ~ 1~ = 35 per cent. The time for which exposure to this

concentrat~on diluted by 100 is safe (i.e. the total concentration time
product is less than 300) is T, .

where 35
100

"'106 x 30Q
1~73 x 100

T = 270

J..O. T ::: 0·12 hour-s (o:e obout 711um.•rccs},

Thus a dilution of 1GO should enable escape to be trade up to a
theoretical minimum of 12 minutes after the flashover.
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